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Summary                22
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What is the problem?

What to change?

2
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System approach

Things to improve - An example

1. Logistic - inventories are too high.
2. Service - too many customer complaints.
3. Finance - too long pay-back periods.
4. People  - bad internal human relationships.

3
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Current Reality in the steel industry:

525

Non-production

results in zero

“tons/hour”.

To maximize their performance of “tons/hour”

departments tend to take actions which result in “stealing”.

570

To maximize their

performance of

“tons/hour” in a given

measurement period,

departments tend to

produce the fast items

at the expense of the

slow ones.

540

To maximize their

performance of

“tons/hour”

departments tend to

produce for stock even

when there is no market

request for the short or

medium horizon.

545

To maximize their

performance of

“tons/hour”

departments tend

to pull ahead orders

that enable increasing

a batch size.

V-plant produces items

through a process having

many divergent points.

In most departments

some items require

less time per ton

than others.

Departments try to

maximize their

performance as

measured by

“tons/hour”.

515

Every additional set-up

reduces the measured

“tons/hour”.

Most people behave in

line with the way they

are measured.

For a long time

“tons/hour” has been

the prime operational

measurement in the

steel industry.

560

550

520 530

500 510
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Evaporating Cloud:

The inherent conflict in operations

Constantly

fight to

increase flow.

D’
Don’t use

efficiencies as a

measurement.

Be a good

manager.

Constantly

fight to reduce

waste.

D
Use efficiencies

as prime

measurement.

Because...
A resource standing idle is a major waste.

B

C

A
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Dependent resources

6
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What is the problem?

What to change?

Answer:
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What is the solution?

What to change to?
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An hour lost at the bottleneck is an hour lost
for the entire system

and

Striving to ensure that no resource be idle is
the biggest generator of waste
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To minimize cost, tasks should be done
by the most efficient resource.

Is it always correct?
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What is the damage in doing additional set-ups
on a non-bottleneck?

What are the benefits?

11
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The Roadrunner Rule.

When you have work,
work as fast as you can.

Otherwise, wait for work.

12
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DRUM-BUFFER-ROPE System

DRUM
the schedule of tasks at the constraint.

BUFFER
providing protection against Murphy

for the constraint.

ROPE
choking the release of work to be in-line

with the constraint.

13
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Wandering bottleneck phenomena

Changes in product mix infrequently shift the bottleneck.

Determination to achieve high local efficiencies everywhere
can easily cause the bottleneck to wander.

Saving set-up religiously (using large batches) is a proven recipe
to force the bottleneck to wander.

14
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How to cause the change?

15
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Implementing Drum-Buffer-Rope

1. Identifying the constraint

16
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Implementing Drum-Buffer-Rope

2. Choosing the size of the BUFFER

17
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Implementing Drum-Buffer-Rope

3. Tying the ROPE

18
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Operational Issues

How do we set priorities at a non-bottleneck?

How do we set priorities at a support function?

When should we expedite?
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Tactical Issues

How should we adjust the size of the buffers?

How should we best focus TQM and Lean
improvement projects?

How can we fix the bottleneck in an expanding market?

20
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Buffer Management

Prioritizes, according to the DRUM, the tasks which haven’t
yet arrived at the constraint.

Makes this information available, on-line, to all departments.

Points to the resources that currently are holding those tasks.

Keeps statistics for tactical decisions.

21
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Summary

The only prudent way to judge the performance of a section
is by evaluating its impact on the performance of the system

as a whole.

Exploit the bottleneck, off-load from the bottleneck and cut
batch sizes NOW.

Get a consensus to implement Drum-Buffer-Rope
and Buffer Management

22
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Finance and
Measurements

What is the problem? 24

What is the solution? 40

Summary 50
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What is the problem?

What to change?

24
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Finance should provide an organization with:

Judgment of the system as a whole

Judgment on investment in equipment

Judgment on make/buy alternatives

Judgment of profit centers

Judgment on product/service profit

25
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Judgment of the system as a whole

Inventory, is it an asset or a liability?

The costs allocated to inventory cause
artificial profits and losses.

26
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Judgment on investment in equipment

Suppose that a new machine will reduce the time per task
from 10 minutes to 5.

What additional information is needed in order to figure
the payback period?
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Judgment on make/buy alternatives

To make a part/service in house we need to buy
material for $2.

We can buy the complete part/service for $4.

What additional information is needed in order to decide if we
should make or buy?

28
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Judgment of profit centers

In cases of one subsystem “selling” to another, how do we
compute the value of the internal sales?

What are the common negative ramifications?

29
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Each resource is available 5 days a week,

8 hours a day (2400 minutes).

Operating Expense: $6000 per week.

Judgment on product/service profit

What is the maximum net profit / loss?

D
15 min./ U

Purchased

Part

$ 5/U

C
10 min./ U

A
15 min./ U

C
5 min./ U

B
15 min./ U

D
5 min./ U

B
15 min./ U

A
10 min./ U

RM2

$ 20/U

RM3

$ 20/U

Product P
$ 90/Unit

100 units/week

Product Q
$ 100/Unit

50 units/week

Available resources

A - one    B - one

C - one    D - one

RM1

$ 20/U

30
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                           PRODUCT

                         P                    Q

Raw material

Direct labor

Selling price

Preferred product

31
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Following the “product cost” judgment

Sales from P:

Sales from Q:

Total sales:

Raw material:

Operating expenses:

Profit:

32
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Disdaining the “product cost” judgment

Sales from P:

Sales from Q:

Total sales :

Raw material:

Operating expenses:

Profit:

33
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 Throughput (T):
The rate at which the organization generates “goal units”.

Operating Expense (OE):
All the money the organization spends in

generating “goal units”.

Investment (I):
The money tied-up in the organization.

OE I T

34
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Only for businesses we can define

Net Profit: NP=T-OE

and

Return On Investment: ROI=(T-OE)/I

35
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The Chain Analogy

Cost    Weight
(Both obey the additive rule)

Throughput    Strength
(Neither obeys the additive rule)

36
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THE COST WORLD

Judge actions and decisions according to their local impact.

Overall approach:  The way to improve the performance of
the organization is by inducing local improvements everywhere.

To enable judging local impact we use cost allocation.

37
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THE THROUGHPUT WORLD

Beware of judging action and decisions according
to their local impact.

Overall approach: The way to improve the performance of
the organization is by focusing on local improvements that

have a global impact.

38
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The cloud of managers

Judge according

to local impact.

Protect

throughput.

D’
Do not judge

according to

local impact.

A
Manage well

Control cost.

Because...
                         Local impact IS NOT EQUAL TO

                         impact on the organization.

Because...
                      Local impact IS EQUAL TO
                      impact on the organization.

39
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What is the solution?

What to change to?

How can we judge the impact of a local action / local decision
on the performance of the organization?

40
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The Five Steps

Step 1: IDENTIFY the system’s constraint.

Step 2: Decide how to EXPLOIT the system’s 
constraint.

Step 3: SUBORDINATE everything else to 
the above decision.

Step 4: ELEVATE the system’s constraint.

Step 5: If in the previous steps a constraint 
has been broken, GO BACK to step 1.

Warning: Do not allow inertia to cause
a system’s constraint.

41
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Judgment on product/service profit

Restating the objective:
Judgment on the validity of providing a product/service

42
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Step 2:

Decide how to EXPLOIT the system’s constraint.

 P                 Q
Throughput (T):

Constraint Units (CU):

T/CU:

Preferred product:

43
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Step 3:

SUBORDINATE everything else

to the above decision.

Currently, what is the base for your sales force commission?

What should be the base ?

44
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The ball is now in MARKETING.
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Judgment on investment in equipment

payback = (ΔT - Δ OE) / ΔI

Judging the impact on Throughput - Steps 1, 2 & 4

Judging the impact on Investment - Step 3 and price

Judging the impact on Operating Expense

46
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Judgment on make/buy alternatives

Judging the impact on Throughput - Steps 1, 2, 4 and
difference in prices

Judging the impact on Investment - Step 3

Judging the impact on Operating Expense

47
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Judgment of the system as a whole

The purpose of measurements is to motivate the parts to do
what is good for the organization as a whole.

For internal purposes erase added value from inventory.

48
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Judgment of profit centers

The purpose of measurements is to motivate the parts to do
what is good for the organization as a whole.

49
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Summary

Beware of judging actions and decisions according
to their local impact.

T, I & OE are the compass, the 5 steps are the guide.

- Re-assess appropriation requests for 
investments.

- Re-assess the validity of your products
and services.  And get consensus to 
implement the resulting changes.

- Get consensus to erase added value 
from your work-in-process and finished
goods inventories.

50
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Project Management
and Engineering

What is the problem? 52

What is the solution? 71

Summary 81
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What is the problem?

What to change?

52
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Common complaints

1.  Usually original due dates are not met.

2.  There are too many changes.

3.  Too often resources are not available when
     needed (even when promised).

4.  Necessary things are not available on-time
     (information, specifications, materials, designs
     authorizations, etc.)

5.  There are fights about priorities
     between projects.

6.  There are budget over-runs.

7.  There is too much re-work.
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Cloud of complaint #1.

Usually original due dates are not met.

Do not jeopardize the

original commitment for

content and be within the

original budget.

A
Meet original

commitments.

Bring the schedule

back on track.

C

Take some expensive

corrective actions or trim

the project content.

Because...
   without these actions we are
   bound to miss the due date.

D’
Do not take expensive

corrective actions and do

not trim the project

content.

DB
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Cloud of complaint #2

There are too many changes.

A
Meet original

commitments.

Take action to fulfill original

commitment for content

/ due date.

or

Honor the commitment

to the clients to deliver

what they really need.

Make a change in the

project.

Because...
the change is necessary for
another department to meet
their commitment.

Because...
the client demands the
change.

Meet the original

commitment for due date

and be within the original

budget.

Don’t make the change.

D’C

B D
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Cloud of complaint #7.

There is too much re-work.

Because...
to be on time we must start without final specs,
which is bound to result in rework.

Be within the

original budget

and time frame.

Don’t do rework.

A
Meet original

commitments.

Take actions to

secure meeting

the original due

date.

C

Do rework.

B D

D’
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Project Management Cloud

Don’t jeopardize

any other original

commitment.

Don’t compensate for

early mis-estimations

/ mis-considerations.

Meet original

commitments.

B
Do whatever it

takes to meet the

endangered original

commitment.

C

Because...
The original
commitment is realistic.

Because...
The safety we are allowed
is not enough to absorb all the
glitches.

Compensate for early

mis-estimations / mis-

considerations.

D

D’

A
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Current mode of operation

The way to improve the performance of the organization is
by inducing local improvements everywhere.

The way to have the project finish on time is by putting
pressure on each task to finish on time.
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What is the difference between a “realistic

estimate” and a “50% chance” estimate?

The higher the uncertainty the bigger the tail!

probability of
completion

probability of
completion

50 % 80 %

time

time

50 % 80 %

59
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Do statistical deviations average out?

Student Syndrome

probability of
completion

50 % 80 %

time

60
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Do statistical deviations average out?

Parkinson law:  Work expands to fill up the available time.

probability of
completion

50 % 80 %
time
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Do statistical deviations average out?

Integration
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Do statistical deviations average out?

Resources with multi-tasks
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A typical project

100 20 30 40 50 60 70
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Project completion times

probability of
completion

5

180
time

10

150120

15
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Multi-projects environments

Project manager: All the responsibility, no authority.
Resource manager: A servant to many masters.
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Bad multi-tasking

Many suffer, nobody gains.

A completed

B completed

C completed
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In a multi-tasking environment, what is the

reliability of time estimations?
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Simulated project results

 10% chance       50% chance     90% chance
            to complete    to complete      to

complete
Days until

project completion:

Project 1 315 370 425

Project 2 315 375 430

Project 3 315 375 430
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There is plenty of safety embedded
in projects but it is masked and wasted due

to our mode of operation.
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What is the solution?

What to change to?

71
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The way to stop the bad-multi-tasking is by

staggering the projects

Questions to guide us in choosing the staggering point:

1. Where are the projects most likely to be stuck for the
longest time?

2. Where are the projects most likely to cause bad
multi-tasking?

3. Where is it most important to exploit the resources?

72
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Simulated project results with the DRUM

10% chance       50% chance      90% chance
           to complete   to complete     to complete

Days until

project completion:

Project 1 130 155 195

Project 2 255 302 360

Project 3 305 370 425
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Step 1: IDENTIFY the system’s constraint

Critical Chain: the longest chain of
dependent tasks.

200 40 60 80 100 120 140
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Step 2: Decide how to EXPLOIT the system’s

constraint.

Move the safeties from the tasks to the place where they
protect the completion time of the project.

The Critical Chain

- Before -

moving the safety

- After -

200 40 60 80 100 120 140 time

200 40 60 80 100 120 140 time

Completion Buffer
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Step 3: SUBORDINATE everything else to the

above decision.

Move safeties to protect the critical chain from

disturbances occurring everywhere else.

200 40 60 80 100 120 140

Completion Buffer
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Simulated project results with the

DRUM and BUFFER

  10% chance      50% chance     90% chance
              to complete    to complete    to complete
Days until

project completion:

Project 1   81 111                 190

Project 2 160 200 235

Project 3 185 210 240
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How do we set priorities?

Buffer management!
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Simulated project results with the DRUM,

BUFFERS and BUFFER MANAGEMENT

10% chance       50% chance      90% chanceto
          to complete to complete   to complete

Days until

project completion:

Project 1   80  95 115

Project 2 140 160 180

Project 3 170 190 210
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Judging the status of a project

Percent of critical chain completion.

Ratio between consumption of the completion buffer
and critical chain already complete.

Rate of consumption of the completion buffer.
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Summary

It is not important to complete each task on time, it is essential
to complete the project on time.

Get consensus to rebuild each project PERT
according to protected critical chain.

Get consensus to stagger the projects according
to a chosen DRUM.

Put the mechanism to enable smooth buffer management.

81
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Distribution
and Supply Chain

What is the problem? 84

What is the solution? 92

Summary 100
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What  is the problem?

What to change?

84
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Step 1:  IDENTIFY the system’s constraint.

Clients who come to buy
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Step 2:  Decide how to EXPLOIT the system’s

constraint.

Have the right inventory
in the right place at the right time.
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I want
it now.

2m

I want it now!

We want more, now!

1 month

1m
1m

Often a month’s demand for an item is equal
to two months average demand.
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It took two months to reach the
service center, where I waited
4 months until my turn to
get a customer.

We don’t care
that your supplier
is unreliable.

In 5% of the cases it takes
more than 2m

In 5% of the cases it takes
more than 2m

I want it now!

2m

4m

4m

5% more than 2m

88
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Level of inventory:

maximum forecasted consumption within the
 average replenishment time, factored by the

level of unreliability of re-supply.

89
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Step 3:  SUBORDINATE everything else to the

above decision.

Hold large inventories.
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Because...
Replenishment time is long.
Vendors are unreliable.
Forecasts are inaccurate.

The distribution cloud

Protect

throughput.

Hold more

inventory.

A
Manage

well.

Reduce costs.

C

Hold less

inventory.

91

DB
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What is the solution?

What to change to?

92
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Is the accuracy of the forecast the same for

every stage of the distribution system?

Statistical deviations do average out

93
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If we hold the inventories at the source,  is the

replenishment time the same for every stage of

the distribution system?

What is the replenishment time for each stage?

94
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Replenishment time

Plant: Reaction time of production.

Warehouse and sales point: Summation of transportation time
plus interval between shipments.
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If we hold sufficient inventories at the source,

what is the supply reliability for the rest of the

system?

96
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  From “Push” to “Pull”

Level of inventory:

maximum forecasted consumption within the
 average replenishment time, factored by the

level of unreliability of re-supply.

CONSUMPTION INFORMATION

REPLENISHMENT OF GOODS
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Operational measurements for the plant

The purpose of measurements is to motivate the parts to
do what is good for the organization as a whole.

Primary measurement -
Throughput Dollar Days (TDD):

Summation (over all products not yet supplied) of the
throughput times the number of days from receipt of the

order to shipment.
Target: zero TDD.

Secondary measurement -
Inventory Dollar Days (IDD):

Summation (over all products in inventory) of the value of
the inventory times the number of days each stays

 in the warehouse.
Target: reduce IDD.
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What will be the impact…

- On the way the plant is scheduling?
- On the way the plant is expediting?
- On the way the plant is considering 

promotions/seasonality/forecast?
- On the way the plant is trying to improve on lead time?
- On the way the plant tries to reduce set-up?
- On the way the plant is trying to improve quality?

99
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Summary

Inventories should not be held as close as possible to the
market. They should be held according to the impact
on the system as a whole; switch from push to pull.

- Get a consensus to try the system for a representative 
family of products. Track inventories and shortages. Within
three months from establishing the central warehouse the
results should be decisive.

- Get a consensus to change the measurements and implement
them across all products.

100
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Judging the plant as a profit center.

or

What are the measurements for the

components of a supply chain?
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THROUGHPUT

The two main questions:

When did a sale take place?

What is the value of the sale?
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As long as the end customer hasn’t bought,
 no one has sold.
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Supply chain composed of companies

The link which is closest to the market has the best knowledge
of what prices the market is willing to pay.

Instead of intermediate prices there is agreement on the
percentage of sales with a minimum price guaranteed.

What are the drawbacks?

What are the benefits?
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Internal supply chain

The entire throughput of a sale is registered to any
subsystem who participated.

What are the drawbacks?

What are the benefits?
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Summary

Good luck!
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Marketing

What is the problem? 109

What is the solution? 115

Summary 129
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Marketing:
Bringing the market to desire your

service/product.

Sales:
Closing a deal.
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What to change?

What is the problem?
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SUPPLIER PERCEPTION OF  VALUE -
 according to investment in the product:

design, production, distribution, marketing, etc.

The perception is that there is one fair price
(cost + reasonable margin).

CUSTOMER PERCEPTION OF VALUE -
according to the benefits expected from

acquiring the product.

Different customers have different needs and thus, different
perceptions of value.
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The Marketing Cloud

Get reasonable

“product margin.”

A
Arrive at good

decisions.

Get enough

sales volume.
Act upon the clients’

perception of value.

Act  upon the supplier’s

perception of value.

111
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As long as there is an uncertainty
about the quantity to be sold,
the above assumption is false.

There is no point in trying  to impose certainty
on a situation which contains high uncertainty.

A
Arrive at good

decisions. C
Get reasonable

“product margin.”

Because...
having positive “margin” for each 
product/service guarantees that
the company is profitable.
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The story line:
A company has sales of $100m and losses of $2m. There
is enough excess capacity to increase volume by 20%. The
company can sell this additional volume in a segmented
market  for a price which is 30% lower than current prices.
Raw material, subcontracting and shipping are in total 40%

of current selling price.

1. What will be the impact on the profit this year if the 
company elects to produce and sell the additional

volume?

2. What will be the impact next year, and the year after?

A
Arrive at good

decisions. C
Get reasonable

“product margin.”

Because...
any sale which has “negative margin”
reduces the company’s
profitability.
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Because...
The clients’
perception of
value cannot be
raised
significantly.

Cover at least the

company’s

expenses/investment.

A
Arrive at good

decisions.

Get enough

sales volume.

C

D
Act upon the clients’

perception of value.

D’
Act upon the

supplier’s

perception of value.
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What to change to?

What is the solution?
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1. Increase the customer’s perception of value for our 
products/services.

2. Do it in a way that the competitors cannot quickly imitate.
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CUSTOMER PERCEPTION OF VALUE -

according to the benefits expected from acquiring

the product/service.

A product/service that relieves customer’s problems brings
benefits - the more and bigger the problems that it relieves,

the greater are the benefits.
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Analyzing the market

- Start with the next link in your sales chain. Make a list of 
its undesirable effects that might be somehow connected
to your products/services (if you cannot identify several 
undesirable effects move to the next link in the chain).

- Write the clouds of three of the undesirable effects.

- Generalize the three clouds into one generic cloud.

- Expose assumptions that relate to modes of 
operation of your link.

- Build the Current Reality Tree starting from the 
identified modes of operation and ending at the 
undesirable effects.
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Current Reality Tree of Shops

Some shops have difficulty

making payments.

135

Shop’s cash

is squeezed.

130

Shop is holding non-

negligible dated/obsolete

products.

180

125
Many shops

don’t have plenty

of cash.

Vendor wants

to be paid.

140

Shop runs out of

inventory on some

products.

170

Brands are not willing

to give merchandise on

consignment terms.

105

Shop’s available credit

becomes more limited.

155 150

Shop profitability

decreases.

Some shops have trouble

getting merchandise.

145
Sales of new products are

negatively impacted.

190

Shop offers discount on

dated/obsolete products.

185

Shop’s financial expenses

increase.

160

Brands constantly

release and advertise

new products.

175Shop’s cash needs

increase.

120

Purchasing a larger quantity than is

needed for short term actual sales,

becomes a necessity.

110

Brands offer big discounts on

large quantities.

100
On a product

basis the forecast

is rarely accurate.

165

115

Shop’s inventory

increases.
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Building the Un-Refusable Offer

- Identify the required changes in your company’s mode of 
operation.

- Start with the changed mode of operation and, using cause
and effect relationships, prove that most of the undesirable
effects of your customers are unavoidably bound to improve.
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Future Reality Tree of Retail Shop

Shop has more

available cash.

152
Financial expenses

are reduced.

154

Shop’s  cash

needs decrease.

150

Sales

increase.

142

Greater

customer

satisfaction.

144

There is less

obsolecense.

146

Inventory

goes down.

140

Introduction of new

products goes much

smoother.

134

Less missed sales.

138

Availability

increases.

132

Shop always holds goods for

proper visual display.

124
Less slow moving items are

held in stock.

Shop holds goods only for

expected very-near-term sales.

126

Shop doesn’t need cash for

offering ABC goods.

122

ABC goods needed for

visual display plus reasonable

stock are given on

consignment terms.

100

Discount is based on

rate of sales (instead

of size of order).

105

Profitability

increases.

148

No freight

charges.

110

There are daily, weekly

or bi-monthly frequency

of delivery (according to

sales volume).

120

128
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Polishing the Un-Refusable Offer

- Spread copies to enough “yes, but...” people in your company
and ask for their reservations.

- Document the resulting reservations using cause and effect
relationships that tie your suggestion to the predicted new
undesirable effects.

- Check the documented reservations with the originators.

- Solicit/figure-out effective modifications.

- Embed the modifications in your suggestion.
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 The potential negative branches on the

Future Reality Tree of a Retail Shop

ABC’s display share

will decrease.

214

ABC will find itself

financing too high stocks

of slow moving products.

236

TRIMMING  THIS LED

TO EFFORTLESS

CONTROL ON

COLLECTIONS.

ABC might suffer

from cash shortage.

208

For many years shops were run

by rules appropriate for goods

purchased rather than

consignment.

230

TRIMMING THIS

LED TO THE

REALIZATION

THAT THE

SOLUTION

INCREASES

CASH

TRIMMING

THIS LED TO

INCREASE

IN DISPLAY

SHARE

Shop has

limited display

space.

212
Shop might use

cash surplus to

increase other

brands offerings.

210

ABC has

limited cash.

206

Shop may be slow in adopting

the proper product mix.

234

Shop has more

available cash.

152 Shop doesn’t need cash

for purchasing ABC

goods.

122

232
Companies

have inertia.

202

Shop sells other brands

that do not give

consignment terms.

204

ABC cash is tied up in

inventory held in shops.
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Different customers have  different needs

and thus different perceptions of value.

%

prospects

Prospects’

perception of value

NOBODY KNOWS
WHAT THIS

GRAPH REALLY
LOOKS LIKE

YOUR

PRICE

Prospects who were
willing to pay more.

Prospects who
don’t buy.

Prospects who
complain about

 your price.
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When different customers have somewhat

different undesirable effects, the market is

inherently segmented.

The only thing that prevents an effective

segmentation is your offer.
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The development expense for the top unit is $80,000,000;
the middle level unit $60,000,000 and the lower one
$40,000,000. The production expenses (including materials)
is $100,000 for the top unit, $90,000 for the middle unit and
$80,000 for the lower unit.

Suppose that the company cannot invest more than $100m
in development.

What should the company do and what will be the resulting net
profit?

The story:
A company produces a high-tech product, most of the product
is electronics. The upper echelon of their market is willing to
pay $1,000,000 for a full-blown product, the middle echelon
is willing to pay $500,000 for a product that has less functions.

The lower echelon can afford only $200,000 for a more
modest product. The market sections are also quite different
in size; the company can expect to sell (at the above prices)
in the upper section only 100 units, in the middle one 300

units and in the lower, 800 units.

200,000

500,000

1,000,000

100

300

800

A

B

C A

B

C

price units
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SEGMENT THE MARKET,  NOT THE

RESOURCES.

OH, by the way:
It is technically possible and very easy to downgrade the top
product to be the middle and lower products. The additional
development will require only $1,000,000. Of course doing
so will cause the production costs of the middle and lower

product to be equal to the top one.

What is your recommendation now?

What is the resulting net profit?

Did you ever hear the term "field upgrade" when large
computers were discussed?
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Development of top product:       $80,000,000
Development of other products:    $1,000,000
Cost of producing 1200 units:    $120,000,000

Total investment:     $201,000,000

Sales of top units:           $100,000,000
Sales of middle units:    $150,000,000
Sales of lower units:      $160,000,000

Total sales:                $410,000,000

And what about the clients that will want to upgrade later?

And what about the fact that engineers prefer to develop the top
of the line?

And what about the fact that it is much easier for the logistical
system - purchasing, production, distribution?

And what about the fact that it is much easier for service and
maintenance?
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SUMMARY

There is no such thing as product profit or product cost.

- The key is to realize that prices are determined by the 
customer perception of value and this perception is according
to the benefits expected from acquiring the product/service.

- For each product/service which is valid (already sold) there
is an Un-Refusable Offer.

- Now you know how to construct it.

TRY!
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Sales and
Buy-In

Achieving Buy-In 135

Sales 146

Summary 155
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Sales people sell products/services.

Managers sell targets, decisions and changes in mode of
operation.

Which sale is more difficult?
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The strongest force for improvement
is

resistance to change.
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Our situation is different
(Not-Invented-Here syndrome).
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The first layer of resistance -

disagreeing on the problem.

The first step of  ‘buy-in’ -
agreeing on the problem.
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A B
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A person having concrete opinions about what should be
done is not open to others’ suggestions.
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The Tug-of-War
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The second layer of resistance - disagreeing on

the direction of the solution.

The second step of  ‘buy-in’ - agreeing on
the direction of the solution.
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The third layer of resistance - disagreeing that

the suggestion solves the problem.

The third step of  ‘buy-in’ - agreeing that
the suggestion solves the problem.
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The Future Reality Tree

Presenting a solution
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 “Yes, but...”
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The fourth layer of resistance - claiming that the
solution will also lead to negative effects.

The fourth step of  ‘buy-in’- agreeing that
the solution will not lead to any significant

negative effects.
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The fifth layer of resistance - pointing to obstacles

blocking or distorting the implementation of

the solution.

The fifth step of ‘buy-in’ - agreeing on the
way to overcome any obstacles that might

block or distort the implementation of
the solution.
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Layer six of resistance - unverbalized fear.
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“There is a direct relationship between objections and sales
success. The MORE objections a sales person receives the

LESS likely they are to make a sale.

“Sales people create objections generally by
presenting too much or closing too soon.

“The fundamental selling disease - jumping in
too soon with solutions.”

Spin ®  Selling
Neil Rackham
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The sales person’s cloud

Because...
the buyer always raises objections to a 
sales person praising hes product.

Because...
the buyer understands hes needs
(the ones satisfied by your product).

Don’t cause the

buyer to object.

D’
Don’t show your

product

(don’t present).

A
Bring the buyer to

see your product

as the best value

for hes money.

B
Show value to the

buyer.

D
Show your product

(present).

147
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Current Reality Tree of the Market

Some shops have difficulty

making payments.

135

Shop’s cash

is squeezed.

130

Shop is holding non-

negligible dated/obsolete

products.

180

125

Many shops

don’t have plenty

of cash.

Vendor wants

to be paid.

140

Shop runs out of

inventory on some

products.

170

Brands are not willing

to give merchandise

on consignment

terms.

105

Shop’s available credit

becomes more limited.

155 150
Shop profitability

decreases.

Some shops have trouble

getting merchandise.

145

Sales of new products are

negatively impacted.

190

Shop offers discount on

dated/obsolete products.

185

Shop’s financial expenses

increase.

160

Brands constantly

release and advertise

new products.

175Shop’s cash needs

increase.

120

Purchasing a larger quantity than is

needed for short term actual sales,

becomes a necessity.

110

Brands offer big discounts on

large quantities.

100
On a product

basis the forecast

is rarely accurate.

165

115
Shop’s inventory

increases.
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Future Reality Tree of the Un-Refusable Offer

Shop has more

available cash.

152
Financial expenses

are reduced.

154

Shop’s  cash

needs decrease.

150

Sales

increase.

142

Greater

customer

satisfaction.

144

There is less

obsolecense.

146

Inventory

goes down.

140

Introduction of new

products goes much

smoother.

134

Less missed sales.

138

Availability

increases.

132

Shop always holds goods for

proper visual display.

124
Less slow moving items are

held in stock.

Shop holds goods only for

expected very-near-term sales.

126

Shop doesn’t need cash for

offering ABC goods.

122

ABC goods needed for

visual display plus reasonable

stock are given on

consignment terms.

100

Discount is based on

rate of sales (instead

of size of order).

105

Profitability

increases.

148

No freight

charges.

110

There are daily, weekly

or bi-monthly frequency

of delivery (according to

sales volume).

120

128
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A win-win solution doesn’t sell itself.

Presenting the win-win

offer is not the way to start.

19

People communicate also

through body language.

17

SP resents getting a snooty

response to such a

generous program.

16

It is likely that a buyer will greet a

conventional presentation of our win-win

program not with enthusiasm but with

deep skepticism.

13

Many buyers see

their job as

 pretending that they

don’t want to buy.

The meeting deteriorates away

from a chance to close a deal.

18

22

11

Usually buyers don’t

have a delightful

history with brand

companies.

12 15

10

Buyers don’t usually have full trust in

the seller regarding the seller’s praises

about hes products.

14

SP is hopeful (but not

convinced) that the

program will be of

value to ABC.

Sales Person (SP) is

convinced that the

proposed program will

definitely be of great value

to the buyer’s company.
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Building rapport.

There is the need to pave the

way for the actual offer.

26

31

24 25

22

19 21

The buyer realizes that, at

last, there is a SP who really

understands hem

(him/her) - rapport is built.

To close a deal rapport

is not enough.

The buyer is not displeased with

such a start of a meeting; s/he

follows with interest (comments,

remarks, etc.)

The store’s CRT starts (at the

Bottom) with

Brand’s policies and shows

vividly how they make the buyer’s

life miserable.

20

Starting by

presenting the

win-win offer is not

the way to start.

SP starts by

presenting the store’s

 CRT from

bottom up.
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Setting the stage.

The stage is ready for the SP

to present the offer.

35

42

33 34

32

26 30

The buyer replies with a

gleam of hope “Are you

going to do something

about it ?”

The best way to present a

product is to present it as a

unique answer to a major,

burning problem.

SP says that ABC does recognize

that if the store does not sell

enough,  ABC does not sell enough.

The buyer responds with a sigh, a

nasty remark or something similar

but does not attack the SP hemself.

31

There is the need

to pave the way

for the actual

offer.

24
The buyer realizes

that at last there is a

SP who really

understands hem

(rapport is built).

SP directs the attention

to the logical

connections between

brand’s policies and

insufficient sales.
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Bringing the buyer to want your product.

The buyer sees the offer

as a “dream come true”.

48

51

46 47

45

12

35

Negative Branches and their trimming
are proof that ABC did take care of its
own interests and that the resulting

requirements from the stores are very
reasonable.

SP presents the

Negative Branches and

their trimmings and

summarizes the offer.

There is a need to show what is

requested from the store in return.

The buyer is looking for the
snake in the grass.

43

Usually buyers don’t

have an exactly delightful

history with brand

companies.

The stage is ready for the

SP to present the offer.

The best way to
reduce fear of hidden

snakes is to bring
them into the open.

44

The buyer follows

with astonishment.

42

40

The bottom of the FRT is what  ABC
is going to do and the tree solidly
proves that it will undoubtedly
increase the store’s sales (and

many more goodies).

SP presents the
store’s FRT.

41
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Closing.

Congratulations, or

in-depth analysis of the

failure.

54 53

52

Sometimes for the buyer to

sign s/he needs to get upper

management’s approval.

The buyer starts to play down

some obstacles and discusses

with SP how to overcome the

others.

SP presents a written list of probable

obstacles the buyer is facing in signing

the agreement.

Pushing the buyer without
knowing hes obstacles might
ruin the deal (and rapport).

51

The SP gets a signature or a

clear commitment from the buyer

for the next step (sometimes with

SP).

56

55

50

The buyer sees the offer as a
“dream come true”.

48

A buyer wishing to buy your
product is not sufficient, s/he

might have obstacles.
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Summary

You can invest a lot of time and effort preparing the
buy-in or you can waste much more doing it on the fly.

- Build a rigorous cause-effect analysis connecting 
the undesirable effects to their core.

- Expose the fallacy of an underlying erroneous 
assumption.

- Build a rigorous cause-effect analysis connecting 
your suggestion to the resulting improvements.

- Prepare yourself to handle reservations properly.
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Managing People

Communication 158

Empowerment 164

Summary 171
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Ignoring someone’s ideas is a rude

form of disrespect.
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Communication Current Reality Tree

Sometimes I choose not to raise

my reservations and postpone

the criticism (“let me think

about it...”).

I’m in a conflict: on one side I want to raise
my reservations to the idea; on the other side

I am reluctant to do so.

65

Sometimes (despite my

awareness of the inventor’s

sensitivity) I choose to focus

on the negative ramifications.

70

60

I’d rather not raise my
reservations.

I want to raise my
reservations up front.

The “inventor” is expecting hes idea
to be praised by people

(especially by those who will benefit
from it).

Many times I have a
valid criticism.

40

I want to make sure that
my response

will not hurt the
relationship with the

inventor.

Usually, the inventor is
enthusiastic about hes
idea, focuses on its

benefits and tends to
be blind to its negative

ramifications.

I want to make sure that
implementing

the idea won’t lead
to serious negative

ramifications.

When someone (the
inventor) comes to me with
an idea, I want to respond

in the best way.

A good response
ensures I don’t offend

the other person,
especially if l’m
interested in

maintaining a good
relationship with hem.

A good response
ensures that

implementing the idea
improves the

situation
rather than

making it worse.

55 50

45

20 35 30

25

10

15
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Current Reality Tree page 2

Many times the relationship

between the inventor and me

is hurt.

40

Many times I have a valid

criticism.

Many times the inventor is offended

by the criticism and treats me as

stubborn and unwilling to listen.

100

95

Many times the inventor perceives

my criticism as

 unfair.

Many times the inventor

is unable to respond

immediately to the

criticism.

Many times I think that the inventor

is stubborn, pigheaded and unwilling

to listen to criticism.

90

Sometimes (despite my

awareness of the inventor’s

sensitivity) I choose to

focus on the negative

ramifications.

The “inventor” is

expecting hes idea to

be praised by people

(especially by those

who will benefit

from it).

Usually the inventor is

enthusiastic about hes

idea, focuses on its

benefits and tends to be

blind to its negative

ramifications.

35

70

45

80 75

Many times the inventor keeps

restating hes idea and its benefits,

and doesn’t address the criticism.

85
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- The best way to praise an idea is by summarizing its
    resulting benefits.

- The best way to prepare for criticism is to understand the
detailed logic that connects the idea to the probable

    negative ramifications.
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1. Write concisely the negative ramification that you see.

2. Write concisely the part of the idea that triggers the
    negative ramification.

This is a “Trans Atlantic” arrow.

ABC’s display

share will

decrease.

214

Shop has

 more available

cash.

152
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3. Complete the sentence: If the [bottom of the arrow]
then the [top of the arrow] because....

4. Does the statement, that you now composed,
currently exist?
If not: Insert it.
If yes: Add it in parallel.

5. Repeat this process until the result doesn’t require
any verbal explanation.

ABC’s display

share will

decrease.

214

Shop has limited

display space.

212

Shop might use cash

surplus to increase

other brands offerings.

210

Shop sells other

brands that do not

give consignment

terms.

202

Shop has

more available

cash.

152
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Lack of empowerment is proof of disrespect.

As long as we put people under misalignments
between their responsibility and their authority,

empowerment deteriorates to lip service.
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- How to identify those dubious misalignments?

- How to correct them?

- How to do it without the grievance of a job change?
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A person comes to hes boss and asks for an immediate action.

Why does the person come?

Why does the person come to hes boss?
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A story:
The lieutenant is in charge of shipping to customers. A shipment
is supposed to go out today to a specific customer but the

lieutenant doesn't know to which location. The person
who handles that customer has been unreachable for the

past three days.
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What need of the

system is jeopardized

by the “fire”?

B D

D’

A

C

Customer’s orders

fulfilled on time.

B1

1
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What need of the

system is protected

by the “rule?”

What need of the

system is jeopardized

by the “fire”?

What “rule” prevents

the lieutenant from

putting out the fire?

What is the lowest

objective of the two

needs?

A

Client orders

fulfilled

on time.

Lieutenant calls

the client.

Only account

manager

calls the client.

Good client service.

One contact

point for

the client.

A5

D

The lieutenant breaks

the “rule”

(check if it will put out

the fire)

3

169

4

C

B1

2

D’

4

5

1 B

C

D3

D’

2
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The fire can be put out in many ways,
 but only if you break the arrow between C and D'

will you deal with the misalignment.

Do it together with the lieutenant, not alone.

170

Customer’s orders

fulfilled on time.

Only account manager

calls the customer.

D’

Good customer

service.

D1

5 4

The lieutenant and you expose

assumptions and find an injection

for breaking this arrow.

B2
Lieutenant calls the

customer.

3

One contact point

for the customer.

C

D
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Summary

The key to managing people is mutual respect.

The way to gain respect is to give respect.

Giving respect, requires work!

- There are many suggestions/initiatives that you are not 
entirely happy with. Practice on giving real constructive 
criticism to your boss, your peers and your lieutenants.  
Practice now!

- Use “fires” to identify and remove misalignments for your 
lieutenants.

- Use “fires” to identify and remove misalignments for yourself.
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Strategy
and Tactics

Process of ongoing improvement 176

Creating a lasting competitive edge 179

Summary 185
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Three Necessary Conditions

- Make money now as well as in the future.

- Provide a secure and satisfying environment to employees

now as well as in the future.

- Provide satisfaction to the market now as well as

    in the future.

Which one is more important?
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Are there conflicts between

the three necessary conditions?
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Process Of OnGoing Improvement Cloud

Induce people to

improve.
Do not lay-off

people.

D

Lay-off people in the

departments which have

improved the most.

D’

Put company on
a process of

ongoing
improvement.

A

Convert local
improvements
into bottom
line results.

C

2

3

1

B
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Any strategy that is based on forecast

is, at best, risky.
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Creating a decisive dominant edge:

Introduce changes in mode of operations
that substantially increase the market

perception of value.

Use the existing different needs of the
customers to Induce market segmentations.
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How do we create a

lasting competitive edge?
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The story:

The market of a certain company (like for most companies)
is impacted by many factors, among them are price, reliability,
delivery time, service, quality, specific options, colors, etc. In a

recent market survey the company scored a respectable
average place in all the above factors.

The company is offering its products in about 20 different
colors; 70% of the products are sold in one of the three most
popular colors. Except for the three most popular colors, the
others are not always available from stock. In these cases, if
a client insists on a particular color that is not in stock, s/he
has to wait at least 6 weeks. The company doesn't see it as

a real problem because, according to its records,
only about 2% of its clients are so fussy.

Lately, production and distribution have improved significantly.
 Provided that some small changes in communication between
the shops and the company are implemented, the fussy clients
would be able to get their chosen color within one week.

What impact can this change in lead time have on sales?
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If the tail is moving there is a dog!

% of
clients

30%

2%

Somewhat
important

Very
important

Relative
importance of

color

15 years ago who
would have

predicted that a
10-fold increase in

quality would
provide such a
dominant edge?

The
Japanese!
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To adjust price is relatively easy for the competition.

To change a rooted policy is difficult for the competition.

To change several rooted policies in several different
departments is ....
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Markets will continue to oscillate. How can we, “Provide a
secure and satisfying environment to employees now as well

as in the future”?

Build flexibility.
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- Segment the market not the resources.

- Elect not to take 100% of any market segment which is not
very lucrative (leave things on the table).

- Maintain presence in market segments which are less 
lucrative.

- Enter into segments for which the probability of many of 
them dropping during the same time period is very small.
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Summary

The company potential for

increasing revenue far

exceeds its available capacity.

165

The company operates in a sizable

market in which the perception of

value gives the company a distinct

advantage.

145 160
The company gains a substantial

and lasting advantage in many

market segments.

The market of a company as defined by

its inherent capabilities far exceeds its

current operating market.

The company induces

many market

segmentations in which it

has a competitive edge.

The company uses the window of

opportunity to identify a factor in

which an order of magnitude

improvement will bring a significant

competitive edge and aims its

improvement efforts to achieve it.

140

Offerings are introduced in a way

that guarantees practical

segmentation.

Options, service level,

guarantees, response times,

etc., can change market

perception of the value of

the same physical product.

The company  introduces

modifications to its offering that

substantially increase the

perception of value for sizable

market.

105

230

300

130

110 120

100
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The company has the flexibility to

shift focus between market segments

almost without changing its resources.

240

340

230

130

200

The company

segments its markets,

not its resources.

The company induces many market

segmentations in

which it has a competitive edge.

The company can service different

markets using almost the same

resources.

220

The company is careful to enter

only into new products which

require almost the same

resources it already has.

220
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The company protects and

utilizes its most expensive

assets-people.

360

350

340

For the company there is very rarely

the need to lay off employees.

When a lucrative market segment is up, the company shifts focus

away from some less lucrative segments, when a market segment

is down, the company shifts focus to other segments.

The company has

the flexibility to shift

focus between

market segments

almost without

changing its

resources.

240

The company’s competitors

provide the flexibility to

change the company’s level of

offering in the market

segments which are not very

lucrative.

320 The company is

careful to enter into

segments that the

probability of many

of them dropping

during the same

time period is very

small.

330

For the company, there is no point

in trying to fully exploit a market

segment which is not very lucrative.

The company elects not to take

100% of any market segment which

is not very lucrative.

315

A company that has 100% of

a market segment has limited

flexibility to reduce its offering

to that segment.

305300
The company has internal

constraints.

165

The company potential for increasing

revenue far exceeds its available capacity.

300

310 315

305

165
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activation
– In constraint management, the use of nonconstraint resources to make
par ts or products above the level needed to support the system
constraint(s). The result is excessive work-in-process inventories or finished
goods inventories, or both. In contrast, the term utilization is used to
describe the situation in which nonconstraint resource(s) usage is
synchronized to support the needs of the constraint. See: utilization.

buffer
– In the theory of constraints, buffers can be time or material and support
throughput and/or due date performance. Buffers can be maintained at
the constraint, convergent points (with a constraint part), divergent points,
and shipping points.

buffer management
– In the theory of constraints, a process in which all expediting in a shop
is driven by what is scheduled to be in the buffers (constraint, shipping,
and assembly buffers). By expediting this material into the buffers, the
system helps avoid idleness at the constraint and missed customer due

TOC terms and definitions
The following terms and definitions were selected from the APICS
Dictionary (James F. Cox III and John H. Blackstone Jr., Editors, 9th edition,
Falls Church, VA, 1998).  The terms are reprinted with permission by APICS,
The Educational Society for Resource Management. Additional copying
or distribution of the terms is unlawful.

To obtain the complete APICS dictionary, TOC publications, APICS
Membership, or information on the Constraints Management Special
Interest Group and other APICS activities, contact:

APICS, The Educational Society for Resource Management

1-800-444-2742
www.apics.org
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dates. In addition, the causes of items missing from the buffer are identified,
and the frequency of occurrences is used to prioritize improvement activities.

constraint
– Any element or factor that prevents a system from achieving a higher
level of performance with respect to its goal. Constraints can be physical,
such as a machine center or lack of material, but they can also be managerial,
such as a policy or procedure.

control points
– In the theory of constraints, strategic locations in the logical product
structure for a product or family that simplify the planning, scheduling, and
control functions. Control points include gating operations, convergent
points, divergent points, constraints, and shipping points. Detailed scheduling
instructions are planned, implemented, and monitored at these locations.
Other work centers are instructed to “work if they have work; otherwise,
be prepared for work.” In this manner, materials flow rapidly through the
facility without detailed work center scheduling and control.

convergent point
– In the theory of constraints, a control point in the logical product
structure where nonconstraint parts are assembled with constraint parts.
 To maintain the flow of parts to products, the schedule of nonconstraint
parts must be synchronized with that of constraint parts.

critical chain
– In the theory of constraints, the longest route through a project network
considering both technological precedence and resource contention
constraints in completing the project. Where no resource contention exists
the critical chain would be the same as the critical path.

critical chain method
– In the theory of constraints, a network planning technique for the analysis
of a project’s completion time, used for planning and controlling project
activities. The critical chain, which determines project duration, is based
on technological and resource constraints. Strategic buffering of paths and
resources is used to increase project completion success.

current reality tree (CRT)
– A logic-based tool for using cause-and-effect relationships to determine
root problems that cause the observed undesirable effects of the system.
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divergent point
– In the theory of constraints, a control point in the logical product
structure where a common part or assembly can be directed to two or
more different end items. To maintain the flow of parts to products, the
schedule of common parts must be synchronized with the constraint
schedule and shipping commitments.

drum
– In the theory of constraints, the constraint is viewed as a drum, and
nonconstraints are like soldiers in an army who march in unison to the
drumbeat; the resources in a plant should perform in unison with the
drumbeat set by the constraint.

drum-buffer-rope
– In the theory of constraints, the generalized technique used to manage
resources to maximize throughput. The drum is the rate or pace of
production set by the system’s constraint. The buffers establish the protection
against uncertainty so that the system can maximize throughput. The rope
is a communication process from the constraint to the gating operation
that checks or limits material released into the system to support the
constraint.

drum schedule
– In the theory of constraints, the detailed master production schedule
for the plant that sets the pace for the entire system.  The drum must
reconcile the customer requirements with the system’s constraints.

evaporating cloud
– In the theory of constraints, a logic-based tool for surfacing assumptions
related to a conflict or problem. Once the assumptions are surfaced,
actions to break an assumption and hence solve (evaporate) the problem
can be determined.

excess capacity
– A situation where the output capabilities at a nonconstraint resource
exceed the amount of productive and protective capacity required to
achieve a given level of throughput at the constraint.

excess inventory
– Any inventory in the system that exceeds the minimum amount necessary
to achieve the desired throughput rate at the constraint or that exceeds
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the minimum amount necessary to achieve the desired due date
performance.  Total inventory = productive inventory + protective inventory
+ excess inventory.

five focusing steps
– In the theory of constraints, a process to continuously improve
organizational profit by evaluating the production system and market mix
to determine how to make the most profit using the system constraint.
The steps consist of (1) identifying the constraint to the system, (2) deciding
how to exploit the constraint to the system, (3) subordinating all
nonconstraints to the constraint, (4) elevating the constraint to the system,
(5) returning to step 1 if the constraint is broken in any previous step,
while not allowing inertia to set in.

future reality tree (FRT)
– In the theory of constraints, a logic-based tool for constructing and
testing potential solutions before implementation. The objectives are to
(1) develop, expand, and complete the solution and (2) identify and solve
or prevent new problems created by implementing the solution.

idle capacity
– The capacity generally not used in a system of linked resources. Idle
capacity consists of protective capacity and excess capacity.

idle inventory
– The inventory generally not needed in a system of linked resources.
Idle capacity generally consists of protective inventory and excess inventory.
See: excess inventory, productive inventory, protective capacity.

inventory
– In the theory of constraints, inventory is defined as those items purchased
for resale and includes finished goods, work in process, and raw materials.
 Inventory is always valued at purchase price and includes no value-added
costs, as opposed to the traditional cost accounting practice of adding
direct labor and allocating overhead as work in process progresses through
the production process.

operating expense
– In the theory of constraints, the quantity of money spent by the firm
to convert inventory into sales in a specific time period.
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policy constraint
– In the theory of constraints, a constraint which is not physical in nature.
 This category includes the entire system of measures and methods and
even the mindset that governs the strategic, tactical, and operations (day-
to-day) decisions of the organization.

prerequisite tree (PRT)
– In the theory of constraints, a logic-based tool for determining the obstacles
that block implementation of a problem, solution or idea. Once obstacles
have been identified, objectives for overcoming obstacles can be determined.

productive capacity
– The maximum of the output capabilities of a resource (or series of
resources) or the market demand for that output for a given time period.

product structure
– The sequence of operations that components follow during their
manufacture into a product.  A typical product structure would show raw
material converted into fabricated components, components put together
to make subassemblies, subassemblies going into assemblies, etc.

protective capacity
– A given amount of extra capacity at nonconstraints above the system
constraint’s capacity, used to protect against statistical fluctuation
(breakdowns, late receipts of materials, quality problems, etc.). Protective
capacity provides nonconstraints with the ability to catch up to “protect”
throughput and due date performance.

protective inventory
– The amount of inventory required relative to the protective capacity in
the system to achieve a specific throughput rate at the constraint.

supply chain
– 1) The processes from the initial raw materials to the ultimate consumption
of the finished product linking across supplier-user companies.
– 2) The functions inside and outside a company that enable the value
chain to make products and provide services to the customer.

theory of constraints (TOC)
– A management philosophy developed by Dr. Eliyahu M. Goldratt that
can be viewed as three separate but interrelated areas-logistics, performance
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measurement, and logical thinking. Logistics include drum-buffer-rope
scheduling, buffer management, and VAT analysis. Performance measurement
includes throughput, inventory and operating expense, and the five focusing
steps. Thinking process tools are important in identifying the root problem
(current reality tree), identifying and expanding win-win solutions (evaporating
cloud and future reality tree), and developing implementation plans
(prerequisite tree and transition tree).

theory of constraints accounting
– A cost and managerial accounting system that accumulates costs and
revenues into three areas–throughput, inventory, and operating expense.
 It does not create incentives (through allocation of overhead) to build
up inventory. The system is considered to provide a truer reflection of
actual revenues and costs than traditional cost accounting. It is closer to
a cash flow concept of income than is traditional accounting. The theory
of constraints (TOC) accounting provides a simplified and more accurate
form of direct costing that subtracts true variable costs (those costs that
vary with throughput quantity). Unlike traditional cost accounting systems
in which the focus is generally placed on reducing costs in all the various
accounts, the primary focus of TOC accounting is on aggressively exploiting
the constraint(s) to make more money for the firm.

throughput
– In the theory of constraints, the rate at which the system (firm) generates
money through sales. Throughput is a separate concept from output.

TOC performance measures
– In the theory of constraints, throughput, inventory and operating expense
are considered performance measures that link operational decisions to
organizational profit.

transition tree (TRT)
– In the theory of constraints, a logic-based tool for identifying and
sequencing actions in accomplishing an objective.  The transitions represent
the states or stages in moving from the present situation to the desired
objective.

utilization
– In the theory of constraints, utilization is the ratio of time the resource
is needed to support the constraint to the time available for the resource,
expressed as a percentage. See: activation.
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VAT analysis
– In the theory of constraints, a procedure for determining the general
flow of parts and products from raw materials to finished products (logical
product structure). A V logical structure starts with one or a few raw
materials, and the product expands into a number of different products
as it flows through divergent points in its routings. The shape of an A logical
structure is dominated by converging points. Many raw materials are
fabricated and assembled into a few finished products.  A T logical structure
consists of numerous similar finished products assembled from common
assemblies, sub-assemblies, and parts. Once the general parts flow is
determined, the system control points (gating operations, convergent
points, divergent points, constraints, and shipping points) can be identified
and managed.
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